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Abstrat. One of the standard ways to represent onurrent behaviours
is to use onepts originating from language theory, suh as traes and
omtraes. Traes an express notions suh as onurreny and ausal-
ity, whereas omtraes an also apture weak ausality and simultaneity.
This paper is onerned with the development of eient data stru-
tures and algorithms for manipulating omtraes. We introdue Hasse
diagrams for omtraes whih are a generalisation of Hasse diagrams de-
ned for partial orders and traes, and develop an eient algorithm
for deriving them from language theoreti representations of omtraes.
We also explain how the new representation of omtraes an be used to
implement eiently some basi operations on omtraes.
Keywords: omtrae, trae, onurreny, ausality, Hasse diagram, strat-
ied order struture, partial order, independene, Petri net, inhibitor ar,
omplexity
1 Introdution
The dynami behaviours of onurrent systems, e.g., represented by Petri nets,
are usually modelled as ongoing evolutions involving ations that take plae at
the interfae with the environment. The simplest representations of suh evolu-
tions are sequenes (or words) of exeuted ations, leading to a formal language
semantis of Petri nets. However, words alone annot express onurreny and
ausality between exeuted ations whih are features of paramount importane
if one wants to understand or eiently analyse onurrent behaviours. To ad-
dress this issue, one may onsider adding an additional information about the
relevant properties of behaviours, for example, in the form of ausal dependen-
ies between ations. This approah underpins the trae model of onurrent
behaviour [1, 9℄.
Consider, for example, the elementary net system [13℄ in Example 1(a). It is
rather lear that two of its transitions, a and b, are independent (or onurrent)
and both ause the exeution of the third transition, c. Therefore, the words abc
and bac are essentially the same views of a onurrent behaviour in whih one
rst independently exeutes a and b, and then their exeution auses c. This
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interpretation is aptured by the trae [abc] = {abc, bac} whih is an equivalene
lass of the relation apturing the intrinsi similarity of sequential exeutions
of onurrent systems represented by elementary net systems. Moreover, suh a
trae an be seen as a (ausal) partial order with three elements  one for eah
exeuted transition  in whih a and b are unordered and both preede c.
Traes are not suient, however, when one needs to deal with elementary net
systems with inhibitor ars, suh as that in Example 1(b). In this ase, we allow
sets of transitions (or steps) to be exeuted simultaneously. As a result, the net
an exeute step sequenes {a}{b}{c} and {a, b}{c}, but not {b}{a}{c}. Another
example is shown in Example 1(c) where {a, b}{c} is a possible exeution, but
neither {a}{b}{c} nor {b}{a}{c} is. To deal with elementary net systems with
inhibitor ars one may extend trae with additional information about intrinsi
relationships between exeuted ations in the form of weak ausality (where a
weakly preedes b if it an be exeuted earlier or simultaneously with b). Hene,
the situation we desribed for Example 1(b, c) an be aptured by two equivalene
lasses of step sequenes, alled omtraes, [{a}{b}{c}] = {{a}{b}{c}, {a, b}{c}}
and [{{a, b}{c}] = {{a, b}{c}}. The resulting model of omtraes [5, 7, 6℄ enjoys
properties similar to that developed for traes. In partiular, omtraes an be
represented by so-strutures whih add weak ausality to the standard ausal
partial orders.
Example 1. Three elementary net systems (with inhibitor ars in ase of (b) and
(c)) of similar shape.
a b
c
(a)
a b
c
(b)
a b
c
(c)
For system (a) traes are suient to apture onurrent behaviour, but for (b)
and (c) we need omtraes. ⊓⊔
In this paper, we are onerned with the development of eient data stru-
tures and algorithms for manipulating omtraes. We introdue Hasse diagrams
for omtraes whih are a generalisation of Hasse diagrams [15℄ dened for par-
tial orders and traes, and develop an eient algorithm for deriving them from
single step sequene representatives of omtraes. We also explain how the pro-
posed representation of omtraes an be used to implement eiently some
basi operations on omtraes.
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The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2, we provide basi notation
and terminology. Setion 3 realls a number of notions and notations onerning
traes, and skethes an algorithm for deriving Hasse diagram for the partial
order indued by a trae. In Setion 4 we disuss omtraes and their graph
representations (so-strutures). This is followed up in Setion 5 by an eient
onstrution of Hasse diagrams from step sequene representatives of omtraes.
Setion 6 desribes some appliations of the newly proposed Hasse diagram of an
so-struture. Finally, in Setion 7, we summarise the ontribution of this paper
and briey disuss diretions for further researh. Proofs of all the results an
be found in [11℄.
2 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper we use the standard notions of the formal language theory.
In partiular, by an alphabet we mean a nonempty nite set Σ, the elements of
whih are alled (atomi) ations. Finite sequenes over Σ are alled words. The
sets of all nite words, inluding the empty word λ, is denoted by Σ∗.
Let w = a1 . . . an and v = b1 . . . bm be two words. Then
w ◦ v = wv = a1 . . . anb1 . . . bm
is the onatenation of w and v. The alphabet alph(w) of w is the set of all the
ations ourring within w, and #a(w) is the number of ourrenes of an ation
a within w. The set occ(w) of ation ourrenes of w omprises all pairs (a, i)
suh that a ∈ alph(w) and 1 ≤ i ≤ #a(w). The head (rst ation ourrenes)
and tail (last ation ourrenes) of a word w are two sets dened by:
head(w) = {(a, 1) | a ∈ alph(w)}
tail(w) = {(a,#a(w)) | a ∈ alph(w)} .
Let α = (a, i) be an ation ourrene in occ(w). The position posw(α) of α
within w is the smallest integer j suh that #a(a1 . . . aj) = i, and ℓ(α) = a is the
default label of α. We an apply ℓ to sequenes and sets of ation ourrenes in
the usual way, i.e,
ℓ(α1 . . . αn) = ℓ(α1) . . . ℓ(αn) and ℓ({α1, . . . , αn}) = {ℓ(α1), . . . , ℓ(αn)} .
A poset is a pair po = (X,≺), where X is a nite set and ≺ is a transitive and
irreexive binary relation on X . In a diagrammatial representation, X is the
set of verties while ≺ the set of ars of po. A pair (X,R), where R is a binary
relation on X , is a po-diagram if (X,R+) = po. Among all the po-diagrams, we
an distinguish the smallest one (i.e., one with the smallest relation R), denoted
by H(po) = (X,≺cov) and alled the Hasse diagram of po. Note that ≺cov an
be obtained from ≺ by simply removing all the ars implied by the transitivity
of ≺; in other words, ≺cov=≺ \ ≺ ◦ ≺. Moreover, if (X,R) is a po-diagram, then
≺cov= R \
⋃
i≥2
Ri .
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A linearisation of a poset po = (X,≺) is any sequene u = x1 . . . xn of
distint elements of po suh that X = {x1, . . . , xn} and, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
xj 6≺ xi.
3 Traes
A onurrent alphabet is a pair Ψ = (Σ, dep), where Σ is an alphabet and
dep ⊆ Σ×Σ is a reexive and symmetri dependene relation. The orresponding
independene relation is given by ind = (Σ ×Σ) \ dep.
A onurrent alphabet Ψ denes an equivalene relation≡Ψ identifying words
whih dier only by the ordering of independent ations. Two words, w, v ∈ Σ∗,
satisfy w ≡Ψ v if there exists a nite sequene of ommutations of adjaent in-
dependent ations transforming w into v. More preisely, ≡Ψ is a binary relation
over Σ∗ whih is the reexive and transitive losure of the relation ∼Ψ suh that
w ∼Ψ v if there are u, z ∈ Σ
∗
and (a, b) ∈ ind satisfying w = uabz and v = ubaz.
Equivalene lasses of ≡Ψ are alled (Mazurkiewiz) traes (see [4, 9, 10℄),
and the trae ontaining a given word w is denoted by [w]. The set of all traes
over Ψ is denoted by Σ∗/≡Ψ , and the pair (Σ
∗/≡Ψ , ◦) is a (trae) monoid, where
τ ◦ τ ′ = [w ◦w′], for any words w ∈ τ and w′ ∈ τ ′, is the onatenation operation
for traes. Note that trae onatenation is well-dened as [w ◦w′] = [v ◦ v′], for
all w, v ∈ τ and w′, v′ ∈ τ ′. Similarly, for every trae τ = [w] and every ation
a ∈ Σ, we an dene:
alph(τ) = alph(w) occ(τ) = occ(w) #a(τ) = #a(w)
head(τ) = head(w) tail (τ) = tail(w) .
Example 2. Consider a onurrent alphabet Ψ with four ations Σ = {a, b, c, d}
together with a dependene relation dep given by:
a
dep
b
cd
or, equivalently,
an independene relation
a
ind
b
cd
Note that in the example diagrams we will use ai to denote an ation ourrene
(a, i), et.
Then w = abbaacd ≡Ψ abbcaad. The set of ation ourrenes of w is:
occ(w) = {(a, 1), (a, 2), (a, 3), (b, 1), (b, 2), (c, 1), (d, 1)}
= {a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, c1, d1} .
Its head is {a1, b1, c1, d1} and tail {a3, b2, c1, d1}. ⊓⊔
A word w ∈ Σ∗ is in (Foata) anonial form (see [3℄) w.r.t. the dependene
relation dep and a lexiographi order lex on Σ, if w = w1 . . . wn (n ≥ 0), where
eah wi is a nonempty word suh that:
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 wi is fully ommutative and minimal w.r.t. lex among all sequenes u ∈ Σ
∗
satisfying occ(wi) = occ(u); and
 for eah i > 2 and a ourring in wi, there is b ourring in wi−1 suh that
(a, b) ∈ dep.
Eah trae ontains exatly one sequene in anonial form, alled its anonial
representation.
One an represent a trae τ as a poset of ation ourrenes. More preisely,
po(τ) = (occ(w),≺+w) is the poset indued by τ , where w is any word belonging to
τ , and ≺w is a binary relation on occ(w) suh that α ≺w β if posw(α) < posw(β)
and (ℓ(α), ℓ(β)) ∈ dep. The soundness of this denition stems from the following:
 τ = {ℓ(u) | u is a linearisation of po(τ)}; and
 (occ(w),≺+w) = (occ(v),≺
+
v ), for all w, v ∈ τ .
Note that ≺w=≺v, for all words w, v ∈ τ .
The Hasse diagram of τ , denoted by H(τ) (or H(w), for any w ∈ τ), is then
simply the Hasse diagram of po(τ). Note that eah ar of H(w) belongs to ≺w,
but not neessarily vie versa.
3.1 Diret onstrution of Hasse diagrams for traes
We now sketh the idea behind an eient way of generating Hasse diagrams
for traes. The proedure takes an arbitrary word belonging to a trae together
with the dependene relation.
The on-line algorithm of [12℄ sans the input word from left to right, and is
based on an observation that when adding a new vertex to an already onstruted
Hasse diagramH(v) = (occ(v),≺hv) in order to generate H(va) = (occ(va),≺
h
va),
it sues to onsider only tail (v), i.e., the latest ourrenes of ations in v.
To use the relevant relationships involving suh ourrenes, for every ation a
appearing in the input word, the algorithm maintains:
 ORDa whih is the list of all ations dependent with a whih have been seen
so far, in the reversed order of appearane of their latest ourrenes; and
 VSa whih is the set of all ations (alled soures) whose latest ourrenes
are onneted to the latest ourrene of a (if the latter exists), i.e., b ∈ VSa
if there is a path from (b,#b(v)) to (a,#a(v)) in H(v).
When onstruting H(va) from an already built H(v), the algorithm adds
new ars from tail(v) to (a,#a(v) + 1), and dynamially omputes a new set of
soures VSnewa of a (initially, VS = ∅). The algorithm sans the list ORDa and,
for eah b whih is not a soure of any of the soures of a (i.e., b /∈
⋃
c∈VS VS c),
generates a new ar from (b,#b(v)) to (a,#a(v) + 1) and sets VS to VS ∪VS b.
Moreover, after eah step the data struture that desribes the tail is updated;
in partiular, eah VS b with b 6= a is set to VS b \ {a} (see Example 3). The
orretness of whole proedure is guaranteed by respeting the generation order
of the latest ourrenes of ations stored in ORDa.
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The algorithm has time omplexity of O(nk2), where n is the number of
ation ourrenes in the input word, and k is the number of dierent ations
appearing in the input word. Typially, k (bounded by |Σ|) is muh smaller than
n and in any ase it is xed for a given onurrent system (e.g., a Petri net). For
pratial appliations the above algorithm an therefore be onsidered as linear
in the size of its input, and so optimal as any algorithm generating the Hasse
diagram of a trae must look at least one at eah of its ation ourrenes.
Example 3. Consider two words, v = bbacad and vb = bbacadb, over the onur-
rent alphabet from Example 2. Below we show the diagrams of the orresponding
Hasse diagrams, indiating in bold the ation ourrenes belonging to tail(v)
and tail (vb), respetively, together with auxiliary tail data strutures.
b1 b2 a1 c1 a2 d1
ORD V S
a (d, a, b) {a, b}
b (a, c, b) {b}
c (d, c, b) {c, b}
d (d, a, c) {a, b, c, d}
b1 b2 a1 c1 a2 d1 b3
ORD V S
a (b, d, a) {a}
b (b, a, c) {a, b, c}
c (b, d, c) {c}
d (d, a, c) {a, c, d}
⊓⊔
4 Comtraes
A omtrae alphabet is a triple Θ = (Σ, sim, ser), where Σ is an alphabet and
ser ⊆ sim ⊆ Σ × Σ are two relations, respetively alled serialisability and
simultaneity ; it is assumed that sim is irreexive and symmetri. Intuitively,
if (a, b) ∈ sim then a and b may our simultaneously, whereas (a, b) ∈ ser
means that in suh a ase a may also our before b (with both exeutions being
equivalent). The set of all (potential) steps over Θ, or step alphabet, is then
dened as the set S omprising all nonempty sets of ations A ⊆ Σ suh that
(a, b) ∈ sim , for all distint a, b ∈ A. Finite sequenes in S∗, inluding the empty
one denoted by λ, are alled step sequenes.
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We will now lift a number of notions and notations introdued for words to
the level of step sequenes. In what follows, Θ = (Σ, sim , ser) is a xed omtrae
alphabet.
Let w = A1 . . . An and v = B1 . . . Bm be two step sequenes. Then w ◦
v = wv = A1 . . . AnB1 . . . Bm is the onatenation of w and v. The alphabet
alph(w) of w omprises all ation ourring within w, and #a(w) is the number
of ourrenes of an ation a within w. The set occ(w) of ation ourrenes
of w omprises all pairs (a, i) with a ∈ alph(w) and 1 ≤ i ≤ #a(w). The
position posw(α) of an ation ourrene α = (a, i) ∈ occ(w) is given as the
smallest integer j suh that #a(A1 . . . Aj) = i. In suh a ase, we also denote
α ∈ occj(w). Hene the sets occ1(w), . . . , occn(w) form a partition of occ(w). We
an also apply the default labelling ℓ to (sequenes of) sets of ation ourrenes
in the usual way. The head and tail of w are given by:
head(w) = {(a, 1) | a ∈ alph(w)}
tail(w) = {(a,#a(w)) | a ∈ alph(w)} .
The omtrae ongruene over Θ, denoted by ≡Θ, is the reexive, symmetri
and transitive losure of the relation ∼Θ⊆ S
∗ × S∗ suh that w ∼Θ v if there
are u, z ∈ S∗ and A,B,C ∈ S satisfying w = uAz, v = uBCz, A = B ∪ C and
B × C ⊆ ser . Note that B ∩ C = ∅ as ser is irreexive.
Equivalene lasses of the relation ≡Θ are alled omtraes (see [6℄), and the
omtrae ontaining a given step sequene w is denoted by [w]. The set of all
omtraes is denoted by S
∗/≡, and the pair (S
∗/≡, ◦) is a (omtrae) monoid,
where τ ◦ τ ′ = [w ◦ w′], for any step sequenes w ∈ τ and w′ ∈ τ ′. Comtrae
onatenation is well-dened as [w ◦w′] = [v ◦ v′], for all w, v ∈ τ and w′, v′ ∈ τ ′.
A omtrae τ is a prex of a omtrae τ ′ if there is a omtrae τ ′′ suh that
τ ◦τ ′′ = τ ′. As in the ase of traes, for every omtrae τ and every a ∈ Σ, we an
dene alph(τ) = alph(w), #a(τ) = #a(w), occ(τ) = occ(w), head(τ) = head(w)
and tail (τ) = tail(w), where w is any step sequene belonging to τ .
Next, we give the anonial form of a omtrae whih essentially aptures
a greedy, maximally onurrent, exeution of the ations ourring in the om-
trae onforming to the simultaneity and serialisability relations. A step sequene
w = A1 . . . An ∈ S
∗
is in (Foata) anonial form if, for eah i ≤ n, whenever
Av ≡Θ Ai . . . Ak for some A ∈ S and v ∈ S
∗
, then |A| ≤ |Ai|. One an see that
eah omtrae omprises a unique step sequene in normal form. Note that an
alternative (equivalent) denition of normal form requires that, for every i < k,
there is no ∅ 6= A ⊆ Ai+1 suh that Ai ×A ⊆ ser and A× (Ai+1\A) ⊆ ser .
In tehnial disussion, we will use four relations overing all possible rela-
tionships between individual ations:
 Dependene dep = (Σ ×Σ) \ sim , and independene ind = ser ∩ ser−1.
Both relations have their ounterparts in trae theory, and so we denote them
in the same way. If two ations are dependent then their two ourrenes
must happen in the same order (and never simultaneously) in all the step
sequenes forming a given omtrae. Two ations are independent if they an
exeuted in any order as well as simultaneously (as ser ⊆ sim).
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 Strong simultaneity ssm = sim \ (ser ∪ ser−1).
If two ations are strongly simultaneous then their two ourrenes must
happen in the same order or simultaneously in all the step sequenes forming
a given omtrae.
 Weak dependene wdp = ser \ ser−1.
Two ations are weakly dependent if they an be serialised only in one way;
hene this relationship is antisymmetri.
Example 4. Consider a omtrae alphabet Θ with four ations Σ = {a, b, c, d}
together with a simultaneity and serialisability relations, ser and sim given by:
sim =
a b
cd
ser =
a b
cd
Then the four derived relations on ations are as follows:
ind =
a b
cd
dep =
a b
cd
ssm =
a b
cd
wdp =
a b
cd
Then [w] = [u], where:
w = {d}{a, b}{c}{d}{a, b, c}{c}
u = {a, d}{b, c}{d}{a, b, c}{c} .
Moreover, u is a step sequene in normal form. ⊓⊔
4.1 Stratied order strutures
Comtraes an be represented by so-strutures, in a similar way as traes an
be represented by posets.
A stratied order struture (or so-struture) is a tuple sos = (X,≺,⊏) om-
prising two binary relations, ≺ (ausality) and ⊏ (weak ausality), on a nite
set X suh that, for all x, y, z ∈ X :
S1 : x 6⊏ x S3 : x ⊏ y ⊏ z ∧ x 6= z =⇒ x ⊏ z
S2 : x ≺ y =⇒ x ⊏ y S4 : x ⊏ y ≺ z ∨ x ≺ y ⊏ z =⇒ x ≺ z .
Intuitively, ≺ represents the `earlier than' relationship in X , and ⊏ the `not later
than' relationship. Note that ≺ is a partial order, and x ≺ y implies y 6⊏ x. In a
diagrammatial representation, ⊏ is represented by dashed ars.
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The so-losure of a triple ̺ = (X,≺pre,⊏pre), where X is a nite set and
≺pre,⊏pre are binary relations on X is dened as ̺♦ = (X, γ ◦ ≺pre ◦ γ, γ \ idX),
where γ = (≺pre ∪ ⊏pre)∗. If ̺♦ = sos , where sos is an so-struture, then ρ is
alled an sos-diagram.
A stratiation of an so-struture sos = (X,≺,⊏) is any sequene u =
X1 . . . Xn of nonempty disjoint subsets of X suh that X = X1 ∪ . . . ∪Xn,
 (Xj ×Xi)∩ ≺= ∅, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n; and
 (Xj ×Xi)∩ ⊏= ∅, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
The so-struture indued by a omtrae τ is dened as
sos(τ) = (occ(w),≺w ,⊏w)
♦ ,
where w is any step sequene w ∈ τ , and:
≺w = {(α, β) ∈ occ(w) × occ(w) | posw(α) < posw(β) ∧ (ℓ(α), ℓ(β)) /∈ ser}
⊏w = {(α, β) ∈ occ(w) × occ(w) | posw(α) ≤ posw(β) ∧ (ℓ(β), ℓ(α)) /∈ ser} .
Note that ≺w=≺v and ⊏w=⊏v, for all w, v ∈ τ .
The soundness of the last denition stems from the following:
 τ = {ℓ(v) | v is a stratiation of sos(τ)}, and
 (occ(w),≺w ,⊏w)
♦ = (occ(v),≺v,⊏v)
♦
, for all step sequenes w, v ∈ τ .
4.2 Folded so-strutures
Weak ausality is a pre-order rather than a partial order relation, and it an
be advantageous to work with a quotient so-struture derived from sos(τ) =
(occ(τ),≺,⊏) indued by a omtrae τ . First, for eah ation ourrene α ∈
occ(τ), we denote by 〈α〉 the equivalene lass of the ⊏-yle relation omprising
α, i.e., α together with the set of all β ∈ occ(τ) satisfying α ⊏ β ⊏ α. Eah suh
∆ = 〈α〉 will be alled a folded ation and their set denoted by ôcc(τ). Then the
folded so-struture indued by a omtrae τ is dened as ŝos(τ) = (ôcc(τ), ≺̂, ⊏̂),
where, for all ∆,∆′ ∈ ôcc(τ):
 ∆≺̂∆′ if (∆×∆′) ∩ ≺ 6= ∅; and
 ∆⊏̂∆′ if (∆×∆′) ∩ ⊏ 6= ∅ and ∆ 6= ∆′.
Note that, by S4 and ∆≺̂∆′, ∆ ×∆′ is inluded in ≺, and, by S3 and ∆⊏̂∆′,
∆×∆′ is inluded in ⊏.
By S2S4 , ŝos(τ) is an so-struture, and ⊏̂ is a poset ontaining ≺̂. More-
over, dierent omtraes indue dierent folded so-strutures, and there is a
straightforward way of reovering sos(τ) from ŝos(τ) as we have:
 α ≺ β i 〈α〉≺̂〈β〉, and
 α ⊏ β i 〈α〉⊏̂〈β〉, or α 6= β ∧ 〈α〉 = 〈β〉.
It turns out that ation ourrenes ourring in a single step sequene an
be partitioned into folded ations.
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Proposition 5. Let w = A1 . . . An be a step sequene, i ≤ n, and SCC be the
set of strongly onneted omponents of the direted graph
(occi(w),⊏w |occi(w)×occi(w)) .
Then SCC is a set of folded ations partitioning occi(w), and ⊏̂|SCC×SCC is an
ayli relation. Moreover, if we take any linearisation (TS 1, . . . ,TSm) of SCC
then eah omtrae [A1 . . . Ai−1TS 1 . . .TS j ], for j ≤ m, is a prex of [w].
Proof. We observe that, for all α ∈ occi(w) and β ∈ occ(w), if α ⊏
+
w β ⊏
+
w α
then 〈α〉 ⊆ occi(w). Hene eah strongly onneted omponent in SCC is a
folded ation. The seond and third parts of the result follow diretly from the
denitions. ⊓⊔
Folded so-strutures an also be used to reover in a diret way all the step
sequenes belonging to a given omtrae.
Proposition 6. Let τ be a omtrae.
Then we have that τ = {ℓ̂(v) | v is a stratiation of ŝos(τ)}, where:
ℓ̂(v) =
( ⋃
∆∈Γ1
ℓ(∆)
)
. . .
( ⋃
∆∈Γk
ℓ(∆)
)
,
for every stratiation v = Γ1 . . . Γk of ŝos(τ).
Proof. (⊇) Let v = Γ1 . . . Γk be a stratiation of ŝos(τ):
w = A1 . . . Ak =
( ⋃
∆∈Γ1
∆
)
. . .
( ⋃
∆∈Γk
∆
)
.
We have that Γ1, . . . , Γk are non-empty disjoint sets of folded ations suh
that ôcc(τ) = Γ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Γk,
 (Γj × Γi) ∩ ≺̂ = ∅, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k; and
 (Γj × Γi) ∩ ⊏̂ = ∅, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.
Moreover, eah folded ation ourring in v is an equivalene lass, and so dif-
ferent folded ations ourring in v are disjoint sets. Hene A1, . . . , Ak are non-
empty disjoint sets of ations ourrenes suh that occ(τ) = A1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ak,
 (Aj ×Ai)∩ ≺= ∅, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k; and
 (Aj ×Ai)∩ ⊏= ∅, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.
As a result, w is a stratiation of sos(τ) satisfying ℓ̂(v) = ℓ(w). Moreover, we
have τ = {ℓ(w) | w is a stratiation of sos(τ)}. Hene ℓ̂(v) ∈ τ .
(⊆) To show the reverse inlusion, assume that w = A1 ∪ . . .∪Ak is a strat-
iation of sos(τ). Then eah Ai an be partitioned into a set of folded ations
Γi (see Proposition 5). One an then see that v = Γ1 . . . Γk is a stratiation
of ŝos(τ) satisfying ℓ̂(v) = ℓ(w). The inlusion then follows from τ = {ℓ(w) |
w is a stratiation of sos(τ)}. ⊓⊔
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The next result shows that folded ations an be derived diretly from the
step sequenes forming a omtrae.
Proposition 7. Let α and β be two ation ourrenes of a omtrae τ . Then
〈α〉 = 〈β〉 i posw(α) = posw(β), for every step sequene w ∈ τ .
Proof. (=⇒) 〈α〉 = 〈β〉 implies that, for every stratiation v = X1 . . . Xn of
sos(τ), α and β belong to the same set Xi. Hene α and β our in the same
set ℓ(Xi) in ℓ(v). Thus, by τ = {ℓ(v) | v is a stratiation of sos(τ)}, posw(α) =
posw(β), for every step sequene w ∈ τ .
(⇐=) Let sos(τ) = (occ(τ),≺,⊏). The impliation follows from the fat that if
α 6⊏ β then there is a step sequene w ∈ τ suh that posw(α) > posw(β). ⊓⊔
4.3 Hasse diagrams of omtraes
As a folded so-struture ŝos(τ) = (ôcc(τ), ≺̂, ⊏̂) omprises two nested posets,
dening the folded Hasse diagram of a omtrae τ is straightforward:
Ĥ (τ) = (ôcc(τ), ≺̂
h
, ⊏̂
h
) ,
where:
≺̂
h
= ≺̂ \ ((≺̂ ◦ ≺̂) ∪ (≺̂ ◦ ⊏̂) ∪ (⊏̂ ◦ ≺̂))
⊏̂
h
= (⊏̂ \ (⊏̂ ◦ ⊏̂)) \ ≺̂
h
.
In partiular, one an see that Ĥ (τ) is the smallest triple (ôcc(τ), ≺̂
pre
, ⊏̂
pre
)
whose so-losure yields ŝos(τ); in other words, Ĥ (τ) is the smallest ŝos(τ)-
diagram. Note that if (ôcc(τ), ≺̂
pre
, ⊏̂
pre
) is an ŝos(τ)-diagram and ⊏̂
pre
is ir-
reexive, then ≺̂
h
and ⊏̂
h
are respetively inluded in ≺pre and ⊏pre \ ≺pre.
If ∆ and ∆′ are two distint verties of an ŝos(τ)-diagram (ôcc(τ), ≺̂
pre
, ⊏̂
pre
),
then we say that:
 there is a strong path from ∆ to ∆′ if there are ∆ = ∆1, . . . , ∆n = ∆
′
suh
that, for every i < n, ∆i≺̂
pre
∆i+1 or ∆i⊏̂
pre
∆i+1; moreover, ∆j≺̂
pre
∆j+1 for
at least one j < n.
 there is a weak path from ∆ to ∆′ if there are ∆ = ∆1, . . . , ∆n = ∆
′
suh
that, for every i < n, ∆i⊏̂
pre
∆i+1; moreover, there is no strong path from ∆
to ∆′.
Note that if there is a weak path from ∆ to ∆′ then there is no weak path from
∆′ to ∆.
As far as the original so-struture indued by τ is onerned, the Hasse
diagram of τ is dened as:
H (τ) = (occ(τ),≺h,⊏h) ,
where α ≺h β if 〈α〉≺̂
h
〈β〉, and α ⊏h β if 〈α〉⊏̂
h
〈β〉 or α 6= β ∧ 〈α〉 = 〈β〉.
Note that H (τ) is not guaranteed to be the smallest sos(τ)-diagram beause,
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in general, a minimal sos(τ)-diagram does not exist as weak ausality is only a
pre-order.
Heneforth we will work with two dierent yet equivalent representations of
omtraes, as well as two dierent kinds of Hasse diagrams, always hoosing that
whih is more onvenient for tehnial onsiderations.
Example 8. The following is the sos(w)-diagram (occ(w),≺w ,⊏w) for the om-
trae [w] from Example 4:
d1
a1
b1
c1 d2
c2
a2
b2
c3
and its Hasse diagram is:
d1
a1
b1
c1 d2
c2
a2
b2
c3
Note that {a2, c2} indiated by a border in the above diagram is the only non-
singleton folded ation. ⊓⊔
⊓⊔
We now provide some general properties of Hasse diagrams of omtraes. In
what follows, for every step sequene w in a omtrae τ , we denote Ĥ (w) = Ĥ (τ)
and H(w) = H(τ).
Proposition 9. Let τ and τ ′ be two omtraes. Then the (folded) Hasse dia-
grams of τ and τ ′ are vertex-indued subgraphs of the (folded) Hasse diagram
of τ ◦ τ ′, assuming that in (Ĥ (τ ′)) H(τ ′) eah ation ourrene (a, i) has been
replaed by (a, i+#a(τ)).
Proof. Follows from the denitions. We only observe that eah folded ation of
Ĥ (τ ◦ τ ′) is either a folded ation in Ĥ (τ), or a a folded ation in Ĥ (τ ′) with
eah ation ourrene (a, i) replaed by (a, i +#a(τ)) (see Proposition 7). ⊓⊔
Corollary 10. For every step sequene wA, the verties of Ĥ (w) and H(w) are
also verties of Ĥ (wA) and H(wA), respetively.
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Proposition 11. Let w be a step sequene, (〈(a, i)〉, 〈β〉) be an ar in Ĥ(w),
(a, ℓ(β)) /∈ ind , and #a(w) > i. Then posw(a, i + 1) ≥ posw(β).
Proof. Suppose that posw(a, i+1) < posw(β) whih implies posw(a, i) < posw(β).
Then, by Proposition 7, 〈(a, i + 1)〉 6= 〈β〉. We also have (a, i + 1) ≺w β or
(a, i+1) ⊏w β, and so there is a path from 〈(a, i+ 1)〉 to 〈β〉 in Ĥ(w). We then
observe that (a, i) ≺w (a, i+1) and 〈(a, i)〉 6= 〈(a, i+1)〉, and so there is a strong
path from 〈(a, i)〉 to 〈(a, i + 1)〉 in Ĥ(w). Hene there is no ar (〈(a, i)〉, 〈β〉) in
Ĥ(w), yielding a ontradition. ⊓⊔
Proposition 12. Let w be a step sequene. Moreover, let ∆ and ∆′ be two
distint verties of Ĥ (w) = (ôcc, ≺̂
h
, ⊏̂
h
).
1. If (∆,∆′) ∈ ≺̂
h
, then there are α ∈ ∆ and α′ ∈ ∆′ suh that α ≺w α
′
.
2. If (∆,∆′) ∈ ⊏̂
h
, then there are α ∈ ∆ and α′ ∈ ∆′ suh that α ⊏w α
′
, and
there are no β ∈ ∆ and β′ ∈ ∆′ suh that β ≺w β
′
.
3. If there are α ∈ ∆ and α′ ∈ ∆′ suh that α ≺w α
′
, then the following
statements are equivalent:
 (∆,∆′) /∈ ≺̂
h
.
 In Ĥ (w), there is a vertex ∆′′ dierent from ∆ and ∆′ suh that there
is a weak or strong path from ∆ to ∆′′, and a weak or strong path from
∆′′ to ∆′; moreover, at least one of these paths is strong.
4. If there are α ∈ ∆ and α′ ∈ ∆′ suh that α ⊏w α
′
and there are no β ∈ ∆
and β′ ∈ ∆′ suh that β ≺w β
′
, then the following statements are equivalent:
 (∆,∆′) /∈ ⊏̂
h
.
 In Ĥ (w), there is a vertex ∆′′ dierent from ∆ and ∆′ suh that there
is a weak or strong path from ∆ to ∆′′, and a weak or strong path from
∆′′ to ∆′.
Proof. (1) and (2) follow diretly from the denitions. We only observe that if
α ∈ ∆ and α′ ∈ ∆′ are suh that α ≺w α
′
then (∆,∆′) ∈ ≺̂, and if α ∈ ∆ and
α′ ∈ ∆′ are suh that α ⊏w α
′
then (∆,∆′) ∈ ⊏̂.
(3) Suppose that α ∈ ∆, α′ ∈ ∆′ and α ≺w α
′
. If (∆,∆′) /∈ ≺̂
h
then, diretly
from the denition,
(∆,∆′) ∈ (≺̂ ◦ ≺̂) ∪ (≺̂ ◦ ⊏̂) ∪ (⊏̂ ◦ ≺̂) ,
and so there exists ∆′′ suh that ∆≺̂∆′′≺̂∆′ or ∆≺̂∆′′⊏̂∆′ or ∆⊏̂∆′′≺̂∆′. As ≺̂
is a subset of ⊏̂, we have ∆⊏̂∆′′⊏̂∆′ and ∆≺̂∆′′ ∨ ∆′′≺̂∆′, so there is a weak
or strong path from ∆ to ∆′′, and a weak or strong path from ∆′′ to ∆′, and at
least one of these paths is strong.
To show the reverse impliation, suppose that there is a vertex ∆′′ dierent
from ∆ and ∆′ suh that there is a weak or strong path from ∆ to ∆′′, and a
weak or strong path from ∆′′ to ∆′, and at least one of these paths is strong.
Then (∆,∆′) ∈ (≺̂ ◦ ≺̂) ∪ (≺̂ ◦ ⊏̂) ∪ (⊏̂ ◦ ≺̂), and so (∆,∆′) /∈ ≺̂
h
.
(4) Similar to the proof of (3). ⊓⊔
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Corollary 13. For every step sequene wA, Ĥ (w) and H(w) are vertex-indued
subgraphs of Ĥ (wA) and H(wA), respetively.
Proposition 14. Let wA be a step sequene and:
Ĥ (w) = (ôcc(w), ≺̂
h
w, ⊏̂
h
w) and Ĥ (wA) = (ôcc(wA), ≺̂
h
wA, ⊏̂
h
wA)
be the folded Hasse diagrams of w and wA, respetively. Then:
 ≺̂
h
wA \ ≺̂
h
w ⊆ t̂ail(w) × (ôcc(wA) \ ôcc(w)), and
 ⊏̂
h
wA \ ⊏̂
h
w ⊆ (t̂ail(w) ∪ (ôcc(wA) \ ôcc(w))) × (ôcc(wA) \ ôcc(w)),
where t̂ail (w) = {∆ ∈ ôcc(w) | ∆ ∩ tail(w) 6= ∅}.
Proof. Follows diretly from the denitions. We only observe that if (∆,∆′) ∈
≺̂
h
wA then, by Proposition 12, there are α ∈ ∆ and α
′ ∈ ∆′ suh that α ≺w α
′
.
Moreover, if (∆,∆′) /∈ ≺̂
h
w then α
′ ∈ occ|wA|(wA). Hene, if α 6= (ℓ(α),#ℓ(α)(wA))
then we obtain a ontradition with Proposition 11.
The ase (∆,∆′) ∈ ⊏̂
h
wA \ ⊏̂
h
w is similar. ⊓⊔
4.4 Construting omtrae graphs
Given a step sequene w with with |occ(w)| = n, perhaps the easiest way of
onstruting the graph of the Hasse diagram H(w) = H(τ) = (occ(w),≺h,⊏h)
indued by the omtrae τ = [w] is to simply follow the denitions. First, we take
the set of ation ourrenes occ(w) to be the verties of H(w), and proess one-
by-one all possible pairs of distint verties. For eah suh pair (α, β), we hek
whether posw(α) < posw(β) and (ℓ(α), ℓ(β)) /∈ ser (whih yields α ≺w β), or
whether posw(α) ≤ posw(β) and (ℓ(β), ℓ(α)) /∈ ser (whih yields α ⊏w β). This
an be done in O(n2) time, and the resulting graph (occ(w),≺w ,⊏w) has the
size O(n2). Example 8 shows the result of arrying suh heks for the omtrae
[w] of Example 4.
Next, we apply the so-losure to get sos(w) = (occ(w),≺,⊏), and then re-
move all the ars implied by S2S4 , in order to generate H(w). Applying the
so-losure operation is a straightforward generalisation of the transitive losure
of a binary relation. Removing unneessary ars, however, is not so. First, we
temporarily remove all the ars joining the ation ourrenes belonging to the
same folded ation, obtaining ⊏
′=⊏ \(⊏ ∩ ⊏−1). Then, we delete from ≺ all
the ars (α, β) for whih there exists δ satisfying α ≺ δ ≺ β or α ⊏′ δ ≺ β or
α ≺ δ ⊏′ β, obtaining ≺h. Then we delete from ⊏′ all the ars (α, β) belonging
to ≺h, and those for whih there exists δ satisfying α ⊏′ δ ⊏′ β, obtaining ⊏′′.
Finally, ⊏
h
is alulated as ⊏
′′ ∪(⊏ ∩ ⊏−1).
As far as omplexity is onerned, as we omputed (occ(w),≺w,⊏w), the
overall omplexity of the algorithm is at least linear in terms of n. In the rest
of the paper, we will provide muh better solution that takes advantage of the
properties of the Hasse diagrams of onseutive prexes of a given step sequene,
resulting in what an be regarded as a linear algorithm.
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5 Diret Constrution of Hasse Diagrams of Comtraes
In this setion we will show how to onstrut the (folded) Hasse diagram diretly
from a given representative v of a omtrae. More preisely, the input to the
algorithm is a omtrae alphabet (Σ, sim, ser) and a step sequene v ∈ S∗. We
rst desribe the algorithm and provide its pseudo-ode. After that, we disuss
its omplexity.
The algorithm is on-line (i.e., its onseutive phases generate orret Hasse
diagrams for all the prexes of v), and exploits the knowledge of the struture of
the intermediate diagrams. A key observation onerns the tail of an intermediate
folded Hasse diagram (denoted as t̂ail) aptured by Proposition 14. Suh a tail
omprises the latest ourrenes of eah ation whih has so far been `seen' by the
algorithm. Only the elements from the tail and those arising from the urrently
proessed step may be onneted by newly generated ars.
We therefore introdue an auxiliary data struture that keeps information
about the tails of intermediate diagrams. For every ation a ∈ Σ, the data
struture onsists of an ordered dependene list ORDa, followed by two sets of
visible soures, SVSa and WVSa, giving strongly visible soures and properly
weakly visible soures of a, as well as a pointer to the latest ourrene of a.
The lists and sets have the size at most k. During the omputation, we also use
temporary opies of sets of soures (visibility sets).
In ontrast to the ase of Mazurkiewiz traes, when onstruting Hasse di-
agrams of omtraes, we have to deal not only with two kinds of dependenies
between ation ourrenes, but also with their loal ontexts. We say that our-
renes α and β are loally dependent if their folded ations are not ompletely
independent by whih we mean that (ℓ(〈α〉) × ℓ(〈β〉)) ∩ ind−1 6= ∅. The list
ORDa ontains all the ations whose latest ourrenes are loally dependent
with latest ourrene of a.
The set SVSa ontains all the ations b whose latest ourrenes were strongly
visible from the latest ourrene labelled with a, or are in the same folded ation
as the latest ourrene of a. In other words, there exists a strong path from β
to α, where β and α are respetively the latest ourrenes of ations b and a,
or 〈α〉 = 〈β〉. Eah suh β is alled a strong soure of α.
Similarly, the set WVSa ontains all the ations b whose latest ourrenes
were weakly visible from the latest vertex labelled with a. In other words, there
exists a weak path from β to α, where β and α are respetively the latest
ourrenes of ations b and a in the diagram onstruted so far. Eah suh β is
alled a weak soure of α.
The last element in the data struture, LSTa, is a pointer to the most reent
vertex labelled with the ation a in the diagram being onstruted.
Before generating the Hasse diagram of [v], we set all the pointers to null , and
make all the sets of soures and all dependene lists empty. It is worth stressing
that dependene lists are omputed dynamially and some ations present in the
list ORDa may be even independent with ation a.
We then proess onseutive steps of the input sequene v, updating the aux-
iliary data struture (possibly many times during a single phase), and reating
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new verties and ars. We will now desribe a single phase of the algorithm whih
starts with the Hasse diagram H(w) = (occ(w),≺hw,⊏
h
w) of a step sequene w
of length m together with an auxiliary data struture for its tail tail(w). To
onstrut the Hasse diagram of wA, for A ∈ S, we proeed in two stages.
Example 15. Consider the omtrae alphabet form Example 4, a step sequene
w = {d}{a, b}{c}{d} and a step A = {a, b, c}. Then the Hasse diagram of H(w)
together with an auxiliary data struture as well as the set A look as follows:
d1
a1
b1
c1 d2
c2
a2
b2
ORD SVS WVS LST
a (d, c, a) {a} ∅ → a1
b (d, c, b) {b} ∅ → b1
c (d, c, b, a) {a, c} {b} → c1
d (d, c, a, b) {a, b, c, d} ∅ → d2
⊓⊔
In the rst stage, we identify [2℄ all the strongly onneted omponents SCC
of the direted graph (occm+1(wA),⊏wA |occm+1(wA)×occm+1(wA)) whih gives us
a partition of occm+1(wA) into folded ations (see Proposition 5). We use them
to produe new verties. In this way, we onstrut the missing part of t̂ail(wA).
Aording to Proposition 5, the direted graph DAG = (SCC , ⊏̂|SCC×SCC ) is a
poset. We ompute any of its linearisations using the topologial sort [2℄ and store
the results in the list TS = (TS1TS2 , . . . ,TSq). This is ruial for the orretness
of whole proedure. Let us just notie that eah [wTS1TS2 . . . TSk], for 1 ≤ k ≤
q, is a orret prex of [wA] (in other words, A = TS1 . . . TSk ◦ TSk+1 . . . TSq).
Example 16. Continuing Example 15, after the rst stage we obtain:
d1
a1
b1
c1 d2
c2
a2
b2
{a2, c2}
⊓⊔
In the seond stage, we san the list TS and add new ars. We divide the
proessing of eah vertex ∆ = TS i into two parts. Firstly, we hek the neessity
of adding new ars from t̂ail to ∆. Seondly, we update the struture of visibility
sets and dependene lists. It is important to emphasize that the struture of the
diagram and its tail is updated many times in the seond stage of eah phase.
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At the beginning of the rst part we initialise two auxiliary sets SVS and
WVS with the value ∅. To hek the neessity of adding an ar from t̂ail to
vertex ∆, we need to ompute the dependene list for this vertex. Notie that all
linear orders stored in dependene lists ORDa are ompatible and it is possible
to ompute a minimal linear order that ontains them. We do this in an arbitrary
way produing a single list ORD∆. After that we san the list ORD∆. For eah
b from ORD∆, we hek whether the pointer LST b is not null. If it is not, there
are two possibilities, as we an try to add new strong ar or new weak ar. To
hek the type of loal dependene between folded ation ∆ = 〈α〉 and the latest
ourrene of b, β, we have to fold ation ourrene β into folded ation 〈β〉 as
well. We do that by heking all outgoing ars. All ourrenes δ onneted with
a short loop (β ⊏ γ ⊏ β) are in the same vertex of folded ation as β. Now, if
(ℓ(∆) × ℓ(〈β〉)) ∩ (wdp ∪ dep ∪ ssm) 6= ∅ then these folded ations are strongly
dependent (〈β〉≺̂
h
∆). Otherwise they are weakly dependent (〈β〉⊏̂
h
∆).
In the rst ase (trying to add a strong ar), we hek if ℓ(〈β〉)∩SVS = ∅. If
so, we add a new strong ar from 〈β〉 to ∆ and update the sets SVS and WVS
by adding SVS b∪WVS b to SVS and subtrating SVS from WVS . In the seond
ase (trying to add a weak ar), we have to hek if ℓ(〈β〉)∩ (SVS ∪WVS ) = ∅.
If so, we add a new weak ar from 〈β〉 to ∆ and update the set SVS and WVS
by adding SVS b \ ℓ(〈β〉) to SVS and WVS b ∪ ℓ(〈β〉) to WVS . To preserve the
separation of the sets SVS and WVS , we also subtrat SVS from WVS . At the
end, we split the vertex ∆ into |∆| verties (splitting also all newly added ars),
and make from the resulting set of new verties a weakly onneted lique.
Example 17. Continuing Example 16, during the seond stage we have:
d1
a1
b1
c1 d2
c2
a2
b2
{a2, c2}
After the seond stage we obtain:
d1
a1
b1
c1 d2
c2
a2
b2
ORD SVS WVS LST
a (c, a, d) {a, c, d} {b} → a2
b (c, b, d) {b, d} ∅ → b2
c (c, a, b, d) {a, c, d} {b} → c2
d (c, a, b, d) {d} ∅ → d2
⊓⊔
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At this point we have added all the neessary ars, but the tail of the diagram
has hanged and therefore the visibility sets should also be updated. The seond
part starts, by subtrating the labels ℓ(∆) from every visibility set SVSa and
WVSa. Then we update all the lists ORDa by moving, one by one, the labels
of the elements of the folded ation ∆ to the beginning of the list or removing
them if their latest ourrenes are no more loally dependent with the latest
ourrenes of labels of ∆. These updates an be done in arbitrary but xed
order of labels of the ation ourrenes belonging to ∆. The last operation is
the updating of the visibility sets for the labels of the elements of ∆. For eah a
that belongs to ℓ(∆), we set SVSa to SVS ∪ ℓ(∆), and WVSa to WVS ∪ ℓ(∆).
We also update (for all a ∈ ℓ(∆)) the values of the pointers LSTa.
Example 18. Continuing Example 17, after adding the next step {c} we get:
d1
a1
b1
c1 d2
c2
a2
b2
c3
Algorithm 1: Hasse diagram
INPUT: step sequene v = A1 . . . Aq over omtrae alphabet (Σ, sim, ser)
OUTPUT: Hasse diagram of H(v)
1: for all a ∈ Σ do
2: LSTa := −1; SVSa := ∅ WVSa := ∅
3: end for
4: Compute relations dep, ind , ssm ,wdp
5: Compute sets ORDa using relation ind
6: for i := 1 to q do
7: Compute all strongly onneted omponents SCC of
(occi(A1 . . . Ai),⊏A1...Ai |occi(A1...Ai)×occi(A1...Ai))
8: Compute list TS using topologial sorting onDAG = (SCC, ⊏̂|SCC×SCC)
9: for all ∆ ∈ TS do
10: Add new strong and weak ars {Part 1}
11: Update data struture {Part 2}
12: end for
13: end for
Algorithm 2: Stage 2, Part 1: Add new ars
1: Add vertex ∆
2: SVS = WVS = ∅
3: Combine lists ORDa for all ations a ∈ ℓ(∆) into ORD∆
4: for all b ∈ ORD∆ do
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5: β = LSTb
6: Compute 〈β〉
7: if 〈β〉 is strongly dependent with ∆ and 〈β〉 ∩ SVS = ∅ then
8: Add a strong ar (〈β〉, ∆)
9: SVS := SVS ∪ SVS b ∪WVS b
10: WVS := WVS \ SVS
11: end if
12: if 〈β〉 is weakly dependent with ∆ and 〈β〉 ∩ (SVS ∪WVS) = ∅ then
13: Add a weak ar (〈β〉, ∆)
14: SVS := SVS ∪ (SVS b \ ℓ(〈β〉))
15: WVS := (WVS ∪WVS b) \ SVS
16: end if
17: end for
18: for all α ∈ ∆ do
19: Add vertex α
20: for all ar (∆′, ∆) do
21: for all β ∈ ∆′ do
22: Add ar (β, α)
23: end for
24: end for
25: end for
26: Remove vertex ∆ (with all ars)
Algorithm 3: Stage 2, Part 2: Update the data struture
1: for all b ∈ Σ do
2: SVS b := SVS b ∪ ℓ(∆)
3: WVS b := WVS b ∪ ℓ(∆)
4: for all a ∈ ℓ(∆) do
5: Move a to the head of ORDb
6: end for
7: end for
8: for all a ∈ ℓ(∆) do
9: SVSa := SVS \ ℓ(∆)
10: WVSa := WVS \ ℓ(∆)
11: Update LSTa
12: end for
We will now disuss the omplexity of the proposed algorithm. In what fol-
lows, d denote the size of urrently preessed folded ation, k denotes the size of
the alphabet Σ, and n denotes the size |occ(v)| of the input step sequene v.
The algorithm is on-line, and so we do not have to store the entire step
sequene nor the Hasse diagram. All we need to maintain is the struture that
desribes the tail of the urrent diagram. In this struture we store k lists ORDa
of size k eah, whih ontributes O(k2) to the memory omplexity. We also store
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k sets SVSa, k sets WVSa, k pointers LST a, and a onstant number of other
variables, but these not inrease the memory omplexity.
Estimating time omplexity is more involved. Let us start by evaluating the
two parts of the seond stage (see Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3). In the rst
part we ombine dk lists of size k while preserving the dependenies stored in
these lists (line 3). It gives O(dk2) time omplexity. After that, for every ation
b ∈ Ord∆ we attempt to add some ars. The tests arried out in lines 7 and
11 gives time omplexity O(dk). The set operations in lines 9,10,13 and 14 and
omputing 〈β〉 in line 6 give O(k) time omplexity eah, while the time involved
in adding an atual ar is onstant. The whole loop (lines 4-14) has therefore
time omplexity of O(dk2). The time omplexity of the seond loop (lines 15-
19), and of removing a vertex in line 20 are learly O(dk2). As a result, we have
O(dk2) total time omplexity for the rst part of the seond phase.
The seond part has also omplexity of O(dk2). In Algorithm 3, we have
two loops with at most k iterations. In eah iteration, we arry out some set
operations of the omplexity O(k) eah, and d rearrangements of lists ORDa
whih an also be done in O(dk) time.
Let us now alulate the total time omplexity of Algorithm 1. The pre-
proessing phase (lines 1-5) has the time omplexity of O(k2). Then we have a
main loop with at most n iterations. The rst phase involves some operations on
graphs of the size O(k2) or O(k) (by the size of a graph we mean its total number
of verties and ars). Deteting strongly onneted omponents and topologial
sorting of a direted ayli graph are both linear in its size (see [14℄), and so
we an arry out the rst phase for eah step in O(k2) time. This ontributes
O(nk2) omponent to the overall time omplexity.
Finally, we notie that the number of the iterations in loop from line 9 is
linear in the size of the original step sequene. Moreover, every folded ation is
ounted only one, and so when alulating the total omplexity, we an skip the
d fator of the omplexity of the seond stage. This ontributes another O(nk2)
omponent to the overall time omplexity. Hene the time omplexity is equal to
O(nk2). As in the ase of traes, k is bounded by |Σ| (whih is xed for a given
system) and muh smaller than n. Hene, the above algorithm an in pratie
be onsidered as linear in the size of its input, and so optimal.
6 Appliations
A major advantage of Hasse diagrams of omtraes and the data struture that
is used by the algorithm desribed in the previous setion is a onvenient and ef-
ient representation of omtraes. In fat, it is worth adding information about
the head of a omtrae. In the extended struture, we store pointers to all the el-
ements belonging to head(w). Intuitively, when onatenating two omtraes, all
new onnetions between their folded Hasse diagrams would in fat be between
the tail of rst diagram and the head of the seond one.
Another appliation of Hasse diagrams is a method of omparing omtraes
as two step sequenes, w and v, belong to the same omtrae if and only if their
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Hasse diagrams are equal. More formally:
w ≡Θ v ⇐⇒ H(w) = H(v)⇐⇒ Ĥ(w) = Ĥ(v) .
Testing for equality of two graphs is linear in their size, and so using Hasse
diagrams allows testing for omtrae equivalene in O(nk2) time.
Using Hasse diagramH(w) = (occ(w),≺h,⊏h) with the head struture head(w),
we an also ompute the Foata normal form of [w]. To do so, we only need to
ompute the maximal step F1 ontaining the head. The step F1 is the rst step
of the new step sequene F . After that, we proeed by omputing the set F ′2 of
all ation ourrenes that are the targets of the strong ars originating in F1.
To ompute the seond step F2, we need to ompute the transitive losure of
F ′2 (losing the relation ⊏
h
), testing that none of the verties ontained in F2
is in the relation ≺h with F ′2. The orretness of the resulting proedure follows
diretly from the denition of Foata normal form. Its time omplexity is linearly
dependent on the size of Hasse diagram and therefore equal to O(nk).
7 Conlusions
In this paper, we presented an eient way of generating graph theoreti rep-
resentations of omtraes. We also provided a number of properties of folded
stratied order strutures.
In our future work we plan extend our urrent results to over also generalised
omtraes and generalised so-strutures [5, 6℄. Another diretion is the develop-
ment of more eient algorithm for heking equivalene of two step sequenes.
Yet another, arguably most hallenging, problem is to use Hasse diagrams of
omtraes to dene an algebra of omtraes with a suitable iteration operator.
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